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Once again, my topic is space, and specifically the space race leading us to the Moon.  Of course, my topic has influenced the world.  Since the beginning of the space program, countries, especially the United States, have been driven to create technology to venture out into space.  From the Hubble Telescope, to the International Space Station, we all share a common fascination with space…and, since the 60’s, the space program has continued affecting technology.  For instance, did you know that NASA is responsible for satellite radio, improving pacemakers, and creating better and more efficient exercise machines?  Even more than just the innovation (which is important), NASA is a job creator.  Even if some people don’t work directly for NASA (but thousands do), there is a huge private sector market where thousands of people design, build, and implement all kinds of technology for NASA.

I think how NASA affected me most…is that while growing up…I saw how driven people were that worked for NASA; it inspired me.  And, later in life, I continued to be inspired by the greatness of the space program.  The many men and women that have worked so hard to put us into space and they continue pushing the space frontier threshold.  I look forward to seeing what NASA will accomplish over the next 15-20 years.

-----------------------------------------------------------
Eddie Jackson
GOK - Philosophy Major/Liberal Studies
http://eddiejackson.net/   university page
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Along with the tens of thousands of jobs space programs throughout the world have provided, did you know that NASA alone has 6,300 patents?  Some really cool inventions from NASA are invisible braces, scratch-resistant lenses, and even memory foam.  There is something else that is important to note; space programs drive education, as in math and science as it relates to space technology and space travel.  And, for those of us close to education, space education is quite inspiring.

Conger, Christen. (n.d.). 10 NASA Inventions You Might Use Every Day. Retrieved from http://dsc.discovery.com/tv-shows/curiosity/topics/ten-nasa-inventions10.htm
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I know for me, even at an early age, I liked building things; I considered myself a engineer youngster.  The NASA program seemed to have the best systems engineers.  Reading space magazines, watching shows on NOVA, and reading space themed books, really inspired me.  I picked up electronics, I started building things with my hands, and even received an Erector Set as a gift when I was a kid.  It seemed quite logical that I would also eventually fall into the computer field.  I was given a VIC-20 when I was 11; it was a hobbyist computer.  I started programming right away...and was just fascinated that I could give a computer instructions, and it would perform tasks.  Well, I kept on programming, and would go through a dozen other computer systems; picking up computer languages all along the way.  And, this was all because I felt driven by the space program.  I wanted to be like the engineers that worked for NASA. 




